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Abstract. Frama-C is a source code analysis platform that aims at conducting
verification of industrial-size C programs. It provides its users with a collection
of plug-ins that perform static and dynamic analysis for safety- and securitycritical software. Collaborative verification across cooperating plug-ins is enabled
by their integration on top of a shared kernel, and their compliance to a common
specification language, ACSL.
This paper presents a three-hour tutorial on Frama-C in which we provide a comprehensive overview of its most important plug-ins: the abstract-interpretation
based plug-in Value, the deductive verification tool WP, the runtime verification
tool E-ACSL and the test generation tool PathCrawler. We also emphasize different possible collaborations between these plug-ins and a few others. The presentation is illustrated on concrete examples of C programs.
Keywords: Frama-C, ACSL, abstract interpretation, deductive verification, runtime verification, test generation, combinations of analyses.
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Introduction

The last few decades have seen much of the groundwork of formal software analysis
being laid. Several angles and theoretical avenues have been explored, from deductive verification to abstract interpretation to program transformation to monitoring to
concolic testing. While much remains to be done from an academic standpoint, these
techniques have become mature enough to have been successfully implemented and
used in industrial settings [1].
However, although verification of C programs is of paramount importance because
the C programming language is still the language of choice for developing safetycritical systems and is also routinely used for security-based applications, verifying
large C programs remains a time-consuming and challenging task. One of the reasons
is related to the C programming language itself since it combines high level features
like arrays and low level features like user-controlled memory allocations, bitfields and
unions. Another reason comes from weaknesses of each verification technique: dynamic
techniques are not bothered by C code complexity but are not exhaustive, abstract interpretation is exhaustive and almost automatic but may be imprecise and cannot verify
?
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complex functional properties, while deductive methods may tackle a broad varieties of
properties but require formal specifications and may be less efficient in presence of low
level code. One effective way to circumvent this problem is to combine several analyses
in order to reduce weaknesses of each one thanks to the others. For instance, abstract
interpretation can ensure the absence of most runtime errors, deductive verification can
prove most functional properties, while monitoring can check at runtime the remaining
properties. Such analysis combinations is the raison d’être of F RAMA -C.
The F RAMA -C software analysis platform [2] provides a collection of scalable, interoperable, and sound software analyses for the industrial analysis of ISO C99 source
code. The platform is based on a kernel which hosts analyzers as collaborating plugins and uses the ACSL formal specification language [3] as a lingua franca. F RAMA -C
includes plug-ins based on abstract interpretation, deductive verification, monitoring
and test case generation, as well as a series of derived plug-ins which build elaborate
analyses upon the basic ones. This large variety of analysis techniques and its unique
collaboration capabilities make F RAMA -C most suitable for developing new code analyzers and applying code analysis techniques in many academic and industrial projects.
This article is a companion paper of a 3-hour tutorial which brings participants to
a journey into the F RAMA -C world along its main plug-ins. It aims at providing the
essence of each technique and tool along with a few illustrating examples. While several tutorials about some parts of F RAMA -C have already been presented in previous
conferences [4–8], none of them have already presented all these techniques altogether.
Here, after a general overview of F RAMA -C (Section 2), we present deductive verification tool WP [2, 9] (Section 3), abstract interpretation based plug-in VALUE [2, 10]
and its recent redesign E VA (Section 4), the runtime verification tool E-ACSL [11, 12]
(Section 5) and the test generation tool PathCrawler [13, 14] (Section 6). A last section
is dedicated to some of their possible collaborations (Section 7).

2

Overview of F RAMA -C

F RAMA -C is a platform which aims at analyzing source code written in ISO C99. This
code may be annotated with formal specifications written in the ACSL formal specification language [3] (presented in Section 3). Recently F RAMA -C LANG has been released
as a prototype F RAMA -C extension to handle C++ code. The platform is written in
OC AML [15] and based on a plug-in architecture [16]: each analyzer is a plug-in which
is linked against the F RAMA -C kernel.
The kernel provides a normalized representation of C programs and ACSL specifications. In addition, the kernel provides several general services for supporting plug-in
development and providing convenient features to F RAMA -C’s end-users. For instance,
messages, source code and annotations are uniformly displayed, whereas parameters
and command line options are homogeneously handled. The kernel also allows plug-ins
to collaborate with each other either sequentially or in parallel. Sequential collaboration
consists in a chain of analyses that perform operations one after another, while parallel collaboration combines partial analysis results from several analyzers to complete a
full program verification. Examples of collaborations will be provided in Section 7. In
particular, the kernel consolidates analysis results to provide the users with a synthesis
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of what is proven and ensure logical consistency when verifying dependent properties:
the proof of a property P by analyzer A may depend on the validity of another property
Q whose proof is done by analyzer B [17].
The F RAMA -C kernel is open source (under LGPL v2.1), as well as many of its
plug-ins. Several plug-ins are presented in Figure 1. Many important plug-ins are ded-
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Fig. 1: F RAMA -C plug-in gallery

icated to program verification. First, F RAMA -C comes with a powerful abstract interpretation framework based on VALUE, which aims at computing over-approximations
of possible values of program variables at each program point. VALUE is presented in
Section 4. Next, F RAMA -C provides two alternative plug-ins for deductive verification:
J ESSIE (which is now deprecated) and W P. These plug-ins aim at verifying that a given
C code satisfies its specification expressed as ACSL annotations. ACSL language and
WP plug-in are presented in Section 3. Finally, F RAMA -C provides dynamic verification through the E-ACSL plug-in which aims at verifying annotations at runtime. This
plug-in is presented in Section 5. Another dynamic tool, PATH C RAWLER1 is dedicated
to test case generation and is presented in Section 6. Plug-ins S ANTE, S TA DY and
LTEST implement different collaborations between static and dynamic analyses. They
are introduced in Section 7.
Other plug-ins are not directly program verifiers. Some of them aim at helping the
users to better understand a source code they are not familiar with: plug-in M ETRICS
computes some useful metrics about the code, plug-in O CCURRENCES displays in the
1
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available through the online test generation service http://pathcrawler-online.com.
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F RAMA -C GUI all occurrences of a particular left-value (taking into account aliasing),
while a few other plug-ins compute scope and dataflow dependency information. Plugin C ALLGRAPH computes the callgraph, taking into consideration function pointers as
soon as VALUE has been executed.
Some plug-ins perform program transformations. Plug-in S EMANTIC C ONSTANT
F OLDING replaces constant variables by their numerical values and propagates them
along the dataflow by taking into account aliasing. Plug-in S LICING simplifies the code
by removing code fragments that are irrelevant with respect to a given program property
(e.g. preserve the effects of a particular statement). Plug-in S PARECODE can be seen as
a particular case of S LICING which removes dead code. Plug-in I MPACT computes the
values and statements impacted (directly or transitively) by the side effects of a given
statement. It is the forward counterpart of the usual (backward) slicing, but it does not
necessarily generate a new program: by default it just highlights the impacted statement.
F RAMA -C also allows analyzers to generate new ACSL annotations which encode
specific properties. Plug-in AORA Ï takes as input a Büchi automaton or an LTL formula
and generates ACSL annotations which encode the corresponding temporal property
that can be verified by other means. In the same spirit, plug-in RTE generates an ACSL
annotation for every possible undefined behavior of the source code. For instance, it
generates a guard y 6= 0 before a division by y in the source code.

3
3.1

Specification and Deductive Verification with F RAMA -C / W P
Specification of C Programs with ACSL

ACSL (ANSI/ISO C Specification Language) [3] is a formal behavioral specification
language offered by F RAMA -C and shared by different F RAMA -C analyzers. It allows
its users to specify functional properties of C programs similarly to Eiffel [18] and
JML [19]. It is based on the notion of function contract. The contract of a function f
specifies the preconditions that are supposed to be true before a call of f (i.e. ensured
by the caller), and the postconditions that should be satisfied after the call of f (and
should be thus established during the verification of f ). The preconditions are specified
in requires clauses, while the postconditions are stated in ensures clauses. An
additional type of postconditions, specified in an assigns clause in ACSL and used
for the so-called frame rule, states a list of locations of the global memory state that may
have a different value before and after the call. When the contract of f contains such a
clause, all locations that are not mentioned in it must have the same value before and
after the call of f . Function contracts can be also represented in the form of different
behaviors.
Predicates used in annotations are written in typed first-order logic. Variables have
either a C type or a logical type (e.g. integer or real for mathematical integer or
real numbers). The user can define custom functions and predicates and use them in
annotations together with ACSL built-ins. Indeed, ACSL features its own functions and
predicates to describe memory states. In particular, regarding memory-related properties, \valid(p) expresses validity of a pointer p (i.e. being a non-null pointer which
can be safely accessed by the program); \base_addr(p), \block_length(p),
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/*@ requires n ≥ 0 && \valid(t+(0..n-1));
assigns \nothing;
ensures \result 6= 0 ⇐⇒
(\forall integer j; 0 ≤ j < n =⇒ t[j] == 0);
*/
int all_zeros(int *t, int n) {
int k=0;
/*@ loop invariant 0 ≤ k ≤ n;
loop invariant \forall integer j; 0 ≤ j < k =⇒ t[j] == 0;
loop assigns k;
loop variant n-k;
*/
while(k < n){
if (t[k] 6= 0)
return 0;
k++;
}
return 1;
}

Fig. 2: Function all_zeros specified in ACSL (file all_zeros.c).

and \offset(p) express respectively the base address, the size of the memory block
containing p and the offset of p inside it (in bytes), while \initialized(p) is true
whenever the pointed location *p has been initialized. We refer the reader to [3] for
detailed documentation of all ACSL features.
Example of Specifications Figure 2 illustrates a C function all_zeros specified in
ACSL. This function receives as arguments an array t and its size n and checks whether
all elements of the array are zeros. If yes, it returns a nonzero value, and 0 otherwise.
The function contract contains a precondition (line 1) and postconditions (lines 2–4).
The precondition states that the input array contains n valid memory locations at indices
0..(n-1) that can be safely read or written, and that the size n is non negative. This
property must be ensured by the caller and should be thus specified in the precondition.
The assigns clause at line 2 states that the function is not allowed to modify any
non-local variable. Without this clause, an erroneous implementation writing zeros in
all elements of the array and returning 1 would be considered correct with respect to
the contract. Finally, the clause at lines 3–4 states that the result is nonzero if and only
if all elements of the array are equal to zero. The loop contract at lines 8–12 will be
discussed in the next section.
Figure 3 provides another example of a specified function. This function is only
declared and takes as arguments an array t of size n and some element elt. It must
return an index i such than t[i] = elt, or −1 if there is no such index. The precondition (line 1) and the assigns clause (line 2) are similar to the ones of the function
all_zeros. The postcondition is expressed through two named behaviors. They correspond to the two different cases of the contract. First, the behavior present states
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/*@ requires len ≥ 0 && \valid(t+(0..len-1));
assigns \nothing;
behavior present:
assumes \exists integer i; 0 ≤ i < len && t[i] == elt;
ensures 0 ≤ \result < len && t[\result] == elt;
behavior absent:
assumes \forall integer i; 0 ≤ i < len =⇒ t[i] 6= elt;
ensures \result == -1;
disjoint behaviors;
complete behaviors;
*/
extern int find_value(int *t, int len, int elt);

Fig. 3: Function find_value specified in ACSL.

that, if the searched element elt is present in the array (line 4), the function’s result
is an index with the expected property (line 5). The behavior absent corresponds to
the opposite case (line 7). In that case, the function returns −1 (line 8). Additionally
the disjoint behaviors clause states that these behaviors are mutually exclusive
(line 9), while the complete behaviors clause indicates that their cover all the
possible cases of the function (line 10). In other words, being both disjoint and complete guarantees that one and only one behavior applies at each function call.
3.2

Deductive Verification with F RAMA -C / W P

Among other formal software verification techniques, deductive program verification
consists in establishing a rigorous mathematical proof that a given program respects
its specification. When no confusion is possible, one also says for short that deductive
verification consists in “proving a program”. The weakest precondition calculus proposed by Dijkstra [20] reduces any deductive verification problem to establishing the
validity of first-order formulas called verification conditions. The W P plug-in [2, 9] of
F RAMA -C performs weakest precondition calculus for deductive verification of C programs. Various automatic SMT solvers, such as Alt-Ergo, CVC4 and Z3, can be used
to prove the verification conditions generated by W P.
Example of Proof Let us illustrate deductive verification with W P on the example of
Figure 2. The command frama-c-gui -wp all_zeros.c runs the proof with
W P on this example and shows the results in the F RAMA -C GUI. Suppose first that the
user has specified the contract at lines 1–4 without writing the loop contract at lines
8–12. In this case, the proof of the postcondition will not be successful. Indeed, in
presence of loops, since the number of loop iterations is unknown, the deductive verification tool requires a loop invariant, i.e. an additional property on the program state
that is true before the loop and after each complete loop iteration. It can be specified in
a loop contract using loop invariant and loop assigns clauses. The clause at
line 8 specifies the interval of values of the loop variable k. The clause at line 9 specifies
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Fig. 4: Successful proof for the program of Figure 2 with F RAMA -C/W P.

that all elements at indices 0..(k-1) are equal to 0 (that is indeed true after any complete loop iteration otherwise the loop execution was interrupted at line 15). Similarly
to assigns, the loop assigns clause specifies the variables (but both global and
local ones in this case) that may change their value during the loop. The loop contract
can also contain a loop variant, which defines a decreasing natural measure corresponding to an upper bound of the number of remaining loop iterations and is used
to prove that the loop terminates. In this example, n-k provides such a bound (cf. line
11).
On the complete program of Figure 2 with the loop contract, W P successfully proves
that this function respects its specification. In addition, it is possible to make W P check
the absence of runtime errors using the option -wp-rte. In this case, thanks to the
array validity assumed at line 1 and the interval of values specified at line 8, W P successfully proves that array access at line 14 is valid and the arithmetic operation at line
16 does not overflow.
W P’s models Deductive methods rely on models. For C programs, arithmetic models provide abstract representations of machine integers and/or floats, while memory
models are abstractions of the program memory. These models are a trade-off between
simplicity (making proof more automatic) and expressivity (being able to deal with
more properties or programs at the price of making proof harder). W P’s internal engine
is generic, tries to simplify verification conditions and does not depend on a particular
model [21]. W P actually comes with several different arithmetic and memory models.
For arithmetics, the users can choose between mathematical integers or machine integers and between real numbers or floats. Machine integers make proofs easier, but the
user must ensure the absence of integer overflows by other means (usually by using the
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-wp-rte option). Using reals converts float operations to real ones without rounding
(that is unsafe with respect to norms, but tractable), while the float model introduces
correct rounding but the proofs are rarely automatic and often require the use of a proof
assistant (like Coq or PVS).
The W P’s Hoare memory model, directly inspired by the historic definition of weakest precondition calculus, is very simple. However, it assumes a program with no pointer
to be sound. A common programming C pattern is nevertheless to use pointers for function arguments passed by reference. In such cases, their adresses are never taken and so
they are not aliased if they were not aliased when calling the function. Thus, it remains
safe to use the a Hoare-like model: that is the purpose of the Reference Parameters
model (shortly Ref ). The last provided model is the Typed model which allows powerful reasoning on heap data. The special mode Typed+Ref uses the Typed model for
expressiveness but is automatically able to detect when using the simpler Ref model is
safe (making the proof more automatic).
For additional detail on specification with ACSL and deductive verification with
W P, the reader may refer to articles [2, 21], dedicated tutorials [6, 22] and the W P manual [9].

4

Value Analysis with F RAMA -C / VALUE and E VA

The Value Analysis plug-in of F RAMA -C (VALUE for short) [10] automatically computes sets of possibles values for the variables of an analyzed program at each program
point, by means of abstract interpretation [23]. It also warns about potential runtime errors. These objectives and means are shared with commercial tools like Polyspace [24]
or Astrée [25]. However, VALUE has also distinct goals. First, it is not application directed: it aims at being directly usable on any C code in any applicative domain, from
low level system libraries to safety-critical applications.2 One consequence is that VA LUE relies on an efficient generic domain which can nevertheless be less precise than
specific domains designed for specific code like digital filters [26]. This drawback is
circumvented by the F RAMA -C ecosystem: what cannot be proven by VALUE may still
be proven by another plug-in, possibly a dedicated one.
Another originality of VALUE comes from its presence in the F RAMA -C ecosystem:
one would like to reuse what it has computed in other plug-ins. Consequently, VALUE
keeps the computed possible values of each variable of the program at each program
point. This information is available in the F RAMA -C GUI and helps the user to better
understand VALUE’s results. An illustrative example for PolarSSL 1.1.73 is presented
in Figure 5. It also allows derived analyses like slicing to be sound. In particular it helps
them to safely interpret function pointers and to find out potential aliasing. In this way,
several plug-ins have been developed by academic and industrial users for specific goals
in a safe way without spending too much time with pointer intricacies [27–30].
2

3

This goal is not yet reached but progress is regularly made in that direction and it is still an
objective (which is not shared by other widely used tools, as far as we know).
See https://tls.mbed.org/.
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Fig. 5: F RAMA -C GUI with VALUE’s results on PolarSSL’s function net_recv. It
displays the possible values of the function’s parameter buf per callstack.
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Abstract domains VALUE has hard-coded domains which can not be changed easily.
They have been chosen for their good compromise between precision and efficiency
and rely on heavily optimized datastructures and algorithms [31].
Integers are represented either by an exact set of possible values (when such a set
remains small), or by intervals with congruence information (when the set of possible
values becomes large). For example, an int variable could have values in the domain
[1..41], 1%2, which means any positive odd integer smaller or equal to 41. Congruence is of particular interest to express offset properties like “the pointer p is a 32-bit
aligned offset from &t[0]”. Note that this domain is not relational: it does not keep
any relation between program variables. For instance, if x = y, VALUE only knows that
both variables have the same possible set of values (say, the interval [a; b]) . It does not
know that x and y have the same value in [a; b].
Floating points are represented by IEEE 754 double-precision finite intervals. Rounding is performed when necessary (e.g. from simple-precision floats to double-precision).
Infinities and NaN are considered as undesirable errors and reported as such.
Pointers are seen as a pair of a base address and an offset. This way, it is possible to
verify the absence of buffer overflow by checking that the offset is positive and smaller
than the size of the base. Consequently, VALUE’s abstract representation of a pointer is a
set of possible base addresses associated with possible offsets (in bytes). A base address
can be either the address of a local or global variable, the address of a function formal
parameter, the address of a literal string constant, or the special NULL base which is used
to encode absolute addresses (denoted by their offsets). For instance, let P be a global
pointer and t be a local array of 16-bit integers. Then a pointer Q could have values in
the set { NULL; &P[0..24],0%8; &t[4..10],0%2 }. It means that pointer
Q is either null, or equal to pointer P with an offset (in bytes) divisible by 8 between 0
and 24, or refers to one of the cells t[2],...,t[5].
In addition to one of the above-mentioned abstract values, VALUE associates to
each memory location a flag which indicates if its contents may contain an indeterminate value like uninitialized local variables (ISO C99 standard [32], Section 6.2.4).
Having a memory location containing such a value is not an error per se but accessing
it is. The abstract memory representation maps each base address to a size and a chunk
of memory cells. Each chunk itself maps a consecutive range of bits to abstract values. This representation is untyped and so can precisely interpret unions, bitfields and
heterogeneous pointer conversions.
Parameterization Abstract interpreters are automatic tools. However they rarely give
useful results when running from scratch on a new large C program, because the analysis quickly diverges due to approximations. These tools always need parameterization to
get more precise tractable results while consuming a decent amount of resources (computation time and computer memory). VALUE has a large variety of parameters [10],
two of which are presented below.
The most important one is named slevel. It is an instance of trace partitioning [33] and, in particular, allows the user to unroll loops up to a certain limit. It may be
set per loop, per function or for the whole program. Instead of having a single analysis
state that approximates all the values of all possible executions, it allows the analysis to
keep up to n separated states in parallel, which improves precision.
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Another important way of parameterization is case splitting through ACSL trivial
disjunctions (and slevel). Consider the following simple example.
1
2
3
4
5

/*@ ensures \result ≥ 0; */
int f(char x) {
if (x == 0) return 0;
else return x * x;
}
Without case splitting, VALUE is not able to prove the function’s postcondition. Indeed,
since VALUE is not relational and x may take any value from −128 to 127, it can
only conclude that the returned value at line 4 belongs to the interval [−16256..16384].
However, the user may introduce the trivial assertion /*@ assert x <0 || x
==0 || x >0; */ before line 3 and set slevel to 3. This way, VALUE will
split the 3 cases of the disjunctive predicate and keep them separated. In each case,
it is able to verify the postcondition4 . Of course, it is also able to prove the newly
introduced trivial assertion. Interestingly, case splitting and aggressive trace partitioning
often compensate for the absence of relational domains. It is true in this simple example,
and it remains true in much larger applications.
Eva: Evolved Value Analysis Since the very last open source release of F RAMA -C
(namely, F RAMA -C Aluminium), an Evolved version of VALUE, named E VA, is available. It aims at reconciling the variety of target programs of VALUE with applicationspecific abstract domains, which allows to improve precision and/or efficiency in particular cases. Consequently, E VA transforms VALUE from a monolithic analyzer with
hard-coded domains to a generic extendable analysis parameterized by cooperating abstract domains. In F RAMA -C Aluminium, the focus was made on supporting the very
same domains as in VALUE for compatibility: case studies demonstrate that E VA gets
comparable analysis time for better results. New domains will be introduced in the next
releases of F RAMA -C, like support for Apron’s domains [34] and Venet’s Gauge [35].

5

Runtime Verification with F RAMA -C / E-ACSL

F RAMA -C was initially designed as a static analysis platform. Later on, it was extended
to provide dynamic analysis tools as well. First, PATH C RAWLER, a preexisting test
case generation tool (presented in Section 6), has been partially rewritten to become
a F RAMA -C plug-in. Second, a runtime verification tool, namely E-ACSL, has been
implemented as a F RAMA -C plug-in. The E-ACSL tool is the purpose of this section.
Since F RAMA -C was originally oriented towards static verification, ACSL has the
same bias. In particular, it is based on mathematical logic that cannot be dynamically
verified in its entirety. Consequently, an “executable” subset of this specification language has been designed, in which each annotation has an executable meaning. This
specification language is also called E-ACSL (“E” stands for “executable”). Given a C
program p annotated in E-ACSL, the F RAMA -C plug-in E-ACSL generates another C
4

Interval arithmetic guarantees that the product of two numbers of the same sign is positive
here.
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program which observationally behaves like p if each annotation is satisfied, or reports
the first failing annotation and exits otherwise. Section 5.1 introduces the annotation
language, while Section 5.2 presents an overview of the tool.
5.1

E-ACSL Specification Language

The E-ACSL specification language [11, 36] is a large strict subset of ACSL. It excludes ACSL constructs which have no significance at runtime. For instance, it includes
neither mathematical lemmas nor axiomatics. There is no termination property as well,
for example, to specify that a function does not terminate: it could not be verified in
finite time at runtime. However, loop variants and decreases clauses —which are
respectively used to prove termination of loops and recursive functions by specifying a
measure which strictly decreases at each iteration/invocation— are still present because
their verification only depends on (at most) two previous loop/function body runs.
Quantifications The most important restriction of E-ACSL is certainly that every quantified variable must be syntactically bounded to a finite interval (whose bounds are not
necessarily constant). For instance, if arr is an array of len cells, the predicate
\forall integer i; 0≤i<len =⇒arr[i]>0

(1)

means that every cell of arr is positive. However, because of an unbounded quantification over x, the ACSL predicate \forall integer x, (2*x)%2 ==0 (stating
that every even integer is dividable by 2) does not belong to the E-ACSL language.
This restriction is not a strong limitation in practice because quantifications in program
properties are usually constrained by the program context.
Integers Example (1) of the previous paragraph illustrates that E-ACSL also supports mathematical integers in the same way as ACSL: E-ACSL remains compatible
with tools supporting ACSL (in particular, other F RAMA -C plug-ins). It is still possible to use modular arithmetic in specifications through casts. For instance, the term
(int)(INT_MAX+1) is interpreted as INT_MIN.5 Although mathematical integers
make the runtime verification harder, they can be safely implemented by using machine
integers in almost all practical cases (see Section 5.2).
Undefinedness The most important change with respect to ACSL is the introduction
of undefined terms and predicates à la Chalin [37] through tri-valued logic. Indeed,
undefined terms like 1/0 would lead to an undefined C behavior if executed, while
they introduce no issue in static tools: these tools just cannot prove any non-trivial
property containing such terms except tautologies like 1/0==1/0 (by commutativity
of equality). The E-ACSL semantics of such terms and predicates is undefined in order
to overcome this issue.
Another important source of undefinedness is memory accesses like *p and t[i].
Tools supporting the E-ACSL language must ensure that undefined terms and predicates are never evaluated. Section 5.2 explains how our F RAMA -C plug-in handles
5

Unlike the ISO C99 standard, ACSL and E-ACSL explicitly specify the semantics of cast
overflows through modular interpretations (see ACSL reference manual [3, Section 2.2.4]).
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them. In order to limit the impact of undefinedness, logical operators like &&, || and
=⇒ are lazy in E-ACSL. For instance, the interpretation of n6=0 && 10/n==m is
always well-defined. This semantics change remains nevertheless consistent with the
original ACSL semantics: for any E-ACSL predicate p, if p is valid (resp. invalid) in
ACSL then p is either valid (resp. invalid) or undefined in E-ACSL. Conversely, if p
is valid (resp. invalid) in E-ACSL then p is also valid (resp. invalid) in ACSL. This
fundamental property ensures tool compatibility between ACSL and E-ACSL.

5.2

E-ACSL Inline Monitoring Tool

The F RAMA -C plug-in E-ACSL is a program transformation tool: it takes as input a
C program p annotated with E-ACSL specifications and generates another C program
which observationally behaves like p if each annotation is satisfied, or stops on the first
failing annotation otherwise. In other words, E-ACSL generates an online (more precisely, inline) monitor [38] for a C program based on its formal specification. This inline
monitor is heavily optimized: E-ACSL got the second place of the first Competition of
Runtime Verification tool (CRV) in 2014 [39], then won the second competition in 2015
(in the category of online monitoring of C programs in both cases).
Figure 6 shows how simple the E-ACSL transformation looks like in simple cases6 :
it mainly converts an ACSL assertion into an executable assertion through the use of a
dedicated C function e_acsl_assert7 which behaves by default in the same way
as the standard C macro assert and can be customized by the end-user. However, a
closer look at this simple example illustrates that the transformation is not as easy as it
may sound. Indeed, E-ACSL generates long long integers 1LL and 0LL in order to
perform the computation in this (bigger) type and ensure the absence of int overflows
in y-1.8 This section proposes a short overview of the transformation scheme which
allows E-ACSL to generate efficient-but-sound code.

int div(int x, int y) {
/*@ assert y-1 6= 0; */
return x/(y-1);
}

int div(int x, int y) {
/*@ assert y-1 6= 0; */
e_acsl_assert(y-1LL 6= 0LL);
return x/(y-1);
}

Fig. 6: Naive E-ACSL translation. Original code (left) vs. translated code (right).

6
7

8

The generated code shown in this paper is compliant with a 64-bit x86 architecture.
It actually takes additional arguments in order to provide informative user feedback when a
property is violated. They are omitted for clarity.
The C99 semantics of subtraction ensures that, in the generated code, y is converted to long
long through the usual arithmetic conversion before computing the subtraction (see ISO C99
standard [32, Sections 6.3.1.8 and 6.5.6]).
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Implementing Mathematical Integers E-ACSL uses the GMP library9 in order to implement mathematical integers. For instance, Figure 7 presents the generated code for the
previous example of function div when forcing E-ACSL to use GMP for integer operations. GMP integers are actually pointers that must be allocated and deallocated. In the

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

int div(int x, int y) {
/*@ assert y-1 6= 0; */
mpz_t e_acsl_y, e_acsl_1, e_acsl_sub, e_acsl__2;
int e_acsl_ne;
mpz_init_set_si(e_acsl_y,(long)y);
// e_acsl_y = y
mpz_init_set_si(e_acsl_1,1L);
// e_acsl_1 = 1
mpz_init(e_acsl_sub);
mpz_sub(e_acsl_sub, e_acsl_y, e_acsl_1); // e_acsl_sub = y-1
mpz_init_set_si(e_acsl__2,0L);
// e_acsl_2 = 0
e_acsl_ne = mpz_cmp(e_acsl_sub, e_acsl__2); // y-1 == 0
e_acsl_assert(e_acsl_ne 6= 0);
// runtime check
mpz_clear(e_acsl_y); mpz_clear(e_acsl_1);
// deallocations
mpz_clear(e_acsl_sub); mpz_clear(e_acsl__2);
return x/(y-1);
}

Fig. 7: Translation of function div by using GMP.

example, lines 5–7 and 9 allocate (and initialize at the same time) four GMP integers,
while lines 12–13 free them. Integer operations are performed through function calls.
In our example, the subtraction is computed at line 8 and the comparison is done at line
10. The runtime check at line 11 consists in checking the result of this comparison.
Although safe, this translation scheme through GMP is quite heavy and inefficient:
compare it with the direct translation scheme presented in Figure 6 to see how more
complex it is. Doing this GMP translation for every integer operation is not practical,
but it allows us to translate any mathematical operations in a safe way. Consequently,
E-ACSL implements a (sub-)type system based on interval inference which infers, for
every integer term, the smallest C type that may contain all its possible values [11, 40].
It is either a C integral type or a GMP. In our div example, it allows E-ACSL to safely
use the type long long to perform the subtraction without overflow. Our experiments
have demonstrated that almost no GMP code is generated by E-ACSL, except if the
initial code does contain (signed or unsigned) long long integers. It is worth noting that
AdaCore has adapted this solution to SPARK 2014 in order to allow its users to specify
mathematical properties without worrying about overflows while preserving efficiency
at runtime.
Preventing Undefined Behaviors In Section 5.1, we have said that every tool which
aims at supporting the E-ACSL language must ensure that undefined terms and predi9

See http://gmplib.org/.
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cates are never executed. To reach this goal, the E-ACSL plug-in relies on the F RAMA -C
plug-in RTE. As explained in Section 2, this plug-in generates an ACSL annotation with
a guard to prevent every possible undefined behavior of the source code. All the annotations generated by RTE are actually E-ACSL-compliant and the RTE’s API allows a
developer to generate such annotations for a particular code fragment (for example, a C
expression).
Consequently, when generating some code fragment C, E-ACSL asks RTE to generate annotations to prevent undefined behavior in C. Then it converts them into additional code fragment C 0 thanks to its own translator. No recursion is required because
RTE’s generated annotations never contain undefined terms or predicates: C 0 is always
free of undefined behaviors. Figure 8 illustrates this translation scheme on a simple
example: when translating the predicate u/v==2, E-ACSL generates an annotation
v 6= 0 thanks to the RTE plug-in. This extra annotation is then turned into C code by
E-ACSL itself.

int foo(int u, int v) {
/*@ assert u/v == 2; */
return u/v;
}

E-ACSL

int foo(int u, int v) {
/*@ assert u/v == 2; */
e acsl assert(u/v == 2);
return u/v;
}
RTE plug-in

int foo(int u, int v) {
/*@ assert v != 0; */
e acsl assert(v != 0);
/*@ assert u/v == 2; */
e acsl assert(u/v == 2);
return u/v;
}

E-ACSL

int foo(int u, int v) {
/*@ assert v != 0; */
/*@ assert u/v == 2; */
e acsl assert(u/v == 2);
return u/v;
}

Fig. 8: Preventing runtime errors in the code generated from specifications.

Supporting Memory-Related Constructs An important feature of E-ACSL is memoryrelated constructs (introduced in Section 3.1), which allow the users to express complex properties about program memory. In particular, the RTE plug-in may use them
to generate annotations preventing memory-related errors like dereferencing an invalid
pointer: if the RTE plug-in has been executed on the original code in order to generate
annotations for possible undefined behaviors, E-ACSL may be used to detect them at
runtime.
In the general case, handling such constructs requires to query the program memory
at runtime, for instance, to check whether some data has been fully initialized, to get
the length of a memory block, or to get the offset of a pointer from its base address. For
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this purpose, E-ACSL comes with its own memory runtime library (mRTL) to be linked
against the generated code [41]. This code records program memory modifications in a
dedicated mRTL datastore, which can then be queried to evaluate memory-related EACSL constructs. Figure 9 shows such an instrumentation: memory allocations, deallocations and initializations are stored in the mRTL store, and checking an assertion
requires to query the store.
However, this instrumentation is expensive: it is desirable to avoid it whenever possible. In our example, every line marked as useless is indeed not necessary since we are
only interested in checking the validity of p at line 16 (that is, checking whether p is an
initialized pointer that refers to a memory location which can be safely accessed by the
program). It is worth noting that line 7 which stores the allocation of the local variable
x must be kept because of the alias between p and &x is created at line 9: p is indeed
valid because it is the address of this local variable.
In order to limit this instrumentation, E-ACSL implements a backward dataflow
analysis that soundly over-approximates the memory locations to be monitored [40,
42]: all other locations (all the lines marked as useless in our example) can safely be
untracked by the monitor.

6

Test Case Generation with PATH C RAWLER

For structural unit testing of C code, F RAMA -C offers a test case generation tool, called
PATH C RAWLER [13, 14]. Given a C source code with a function under test f , it tries to
generate test cases that cover (i.e. activate) all feasible execution paths in f , that is, to
achieve the all-paths test coverage criterion. Its method combines symbolic execution,
concrete execution and constraint solving similarly to Dynamic Symbolic Execution
tools like DART/CUTE, PEX, SAGE, KLEE, etc. [43].
The main steps of the method are presented in Figure 10. First, a chosen (partial)
program path π is symbolically executed in order to construct its path predicate ϕπ ,
that is, the constraints over the values of input variables that ensure the execution of
π. Next, a constraint solver is used to solve the set of constraints ϕπ . PATH C RAWLER
relies on the C OLIBRI constraint solver also developed at CEA List. If it succeeds, the
resulting solution provides a test datum that covers the target path π. This test datum is
then executed concretely on an instrumented version of the function in order to record
the complete path and program outputs, and to double-check that it covers the target
path π. If ϕπ has no solution, path π is infeasible (i.e. impossible to activate). Finally,
the next path to be covered is chosen. The tool continues similarly for all program paths
that are explored in a depth-first search. When the number of paths is too large for an
exhaustive path coverage, the user can limit their exploration to paths with at most k
consecutive iterations of loops (k-paths criterion).
PATH C RAWLER is sound, meaning that each test case activates the test objective
for which it was generated. This is verified by concrete execution. PATH C RAWLER is
also complete in the following sense: if the tool manages to explore all feasible paths of
the program, then the absence of a test for some path means that this path is infeasible,
since the tool does not approximate path constraints [14, Section 3.1].
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int main(void) {
int x, y, z, *p;
// local variable allocations
__store_block(&p, 4U);
__store_block(&z, 4U);
// useless
__store_block(&y, 4U);
// useless
__store_block(&x, 4U);
__full_init(&p); // initialization of p
p = &x;
__full_init(&x); // initialization of x // useless
x = 0;
__full_init(&y); // initialization of y // useless
y = 1;
__full_init(&z); // initialization de z // useless
z = 2;
/*@ assert \valid(p); */
// runtime check
{
int __e_acsl_initialized;
int __e_acsl_and;
__e_acsl_initialized = __initialized((void *)(&
p),sizeof(int *));
if (__e_acsl_initialized) {
int __e_acsl_valid;
__e_acsl_valid = __valid((void *)p, sizeof(int));
__e_acsl_and = __e_acsl_valid;
}
else __e_acsl_and = 0;
e_acsl_assert(__e_acsl_and);
}
*p = 3;
// memory deallocation
__delete_block(&p);
__delete_block(&z);
// useless
__delete_block(&y);
// useless
__delete_block(&x);
return 0;
}

Fig. 9: E-ACSL memory instrumentation.
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Symbolic Execution
Executed path
Concrete Execution

Constraints of the path to cover
Test data

Constraint solver

Fig. 10: Main steps of the PATH C RAWLER method.

Fig. 11: Example of test case generation results on pathcrawler-online.com where the
user can find the test data, executed paths and branches, path predicates, concrete and
symbolic outputs, pass or fail verdicts, etc.

PATH C RAWLER can accept user-provided test parameters that indicate the chosen
strategy (all-paths or k-paths) and a precondition specifying the desired value intervals
and relationships between input variables. They should be carefully specified in order
to avoid generation of inadmissible test data. PATH C RAWLER can be used through the
online test generation service http://pathcrawler-online.com/. Figure 11 illustrates the
results of a test generation session with this service. The reader can find more information on the tool and its usage in [4, 5, 13, 14].
Recently, a new efficient variant of dynamic symbolic execution has been proposed
for a rich set of test coverage criteria [44]. In this approach, test generation is highly
optimized in order to avoid both unnecessary redundant attempts to cover a test objective and an exponential blow-up of the search space (in particular, by removing the
constraints of a test objective from the constraint store while trying to cover other objectives). This technique has been implemented in the LT EST toolset [45] on top of
PATH C RAWLER.
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Fig. 12: Methodology of the Flinder-SCA tool.

7

Combinations of Analyses

Various combinations of analyses have been designed and implemented within F RAMA C. In this section, we present a few of them where different static and dynamic analyzers
are advantageously combined together in F RAMA -C.
The SANTE method [46, 47] aims at detecting runtime errors and combines three
F RAMA -C analyzers. First it runs value analysis to detect potential errors, or alarms.
Next, it runs slicing in order to simplify the program with respect to these alarms by
preserving possible erroneous behavior. Finally, test generation with PATH C RAWLER
tries to cover these alarms and trigger potential erroneous situations. PATH C RAWLER
can confirm an alarm as a real bug, or sometimes, when it manages to cover all paths
without triggerring the alarm, establish that it is safe (i.e. a false alarm). In this combination, the analyzers are complementary: error detection with abstract interpretation based
value analysis is complete but imprecise, while testing is precise but incomplete since it
is in general not exhaustive. Slicing removes irrelevant code, simplifies the search space
and thus makes testing more efficient.
The SANTE method was recently extended to security flaw detection and successfully applied to the Heartbleed vulnerability in OpenSSL library [48]. Its methodology
is shown in Figure 12. In addition to value analysis that detects runtime errors, taint
analysis is used to identify alarms that can be impacted by potentially malicious input
values and are likely to be exploitable. After a program simplification step with slicing, a dynamic analysis step (with the fuzzing tool Flinder) is used to try to trigger
the alarms. This work also demonstrates the possibilities of collaboration of F RAMA -C
analyzers with external tools: indeed, taint analysis and fuzz testing tools used in this
project were implemented by two industrial partners.
Another interesting collaboration where dynamic analysis also improves a static
verification technique is realized by the STADY tool [49]. During deductive verification,
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when some proof fails, STADY runs test generation to help the validation engineer to
understand the reason of each proof failure and illustrate it by a counterexample.
Inversely, static analysis can be beneficial for dynamic analysis. In the context of the
LT EST testing toolset [45], a combination of VALUE and W P is efficiently used to detect infeasible test objectives and therefore to avoid the waste of time of covering them
during test generation [50]. Another combination, where static analysis helps to optimize runtime verification by removing irrelevant monitoring code, has been mentioned
in Section 5.

8

Conclusion

Modern software has nowadays become increasingly critical and widely expanded in
various domains of our life. Bugs and security flaws may have very expensive costs and
sometimes lead to dramatic consequences. In this context, practical and efficient tools
for software analysis and verification are necessary to ensure a high level of safety and
security of software.
In this paper we have presented a synopsis of a tutorial on F RAMA -C, a rich and
extensible platform for analysis of C code. F RAMA -C has been successfully applied in
several industrial [28, 51–54] and academic projects [27, 29, 55–59], and has become
a reference for teaching software verification in several universities and engineering
schools all around the world (including France, Germany, United Kingdom, Portugal,
Russia, Brazil, China, United States). We have described its main analyzers based on
abstract interpretation, deductive verification, runtime assertion checking and test case
generation. These analyzers are publicly available in open-source or online versions. We
have also emphasized a few combinations of analyses that appear to be practical and
complementary to each other. F RAMA -C provides a convenient and powerful platform
for combining different analyzers and development of new ones.
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